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GOLD, Best Consumer Experience 
BRONZE, Health & Personal Care 
Campaign Title: Tylenol #HowWeCare 
Year the campaign took place: 2018 
 

 
 
Brand: TYLENOL® 
Creative Agency: Ogilvy, Burson Cohn & Wolfe, JWT 
Media Company/Agency:  
Research Company: 
Additional Affiliated Companies:  
 
 
Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 

In a category where claims of “faster,” “longer,” “stronger” clutter 
purchasing choices, TYLENOL® sits on a shelf of sameness so the 
challenge was to drive brand awareness and equity by tapping into the 
brand’s iconic heart.     
 
Three key phases of research uncovered the following: 

Landscape Research: Review of secondary sources identified key 
caregiver-related stats and resources.   
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Qualitative Research: Phone interviews among caregivers and 
caregiving experts identified the experiences and expertise of 
caregivers and what it means to take care of a loved one.   
 
Quantitative Research: Online survey among U.S., caregivers, 18+ 
identified and validated the positive side of caregiving, including 
rewards/benefits of caregiving, like sharing moments, feeling closer, 
learning about their loved one, learning about themselves.  It also 
highlighted caregivers’ key needs and wishes. 

 
Our research found that caregivers’ experiences and greatest needs are 
mostly universal: they need moral support, help around the house, and 
help getting to and from doctor’s appointments.   Because our research 
uncovered moral support was something caregivers wished for, we hoped 
that sharing the stories of real-life caregivers and providing a platform to 
support them would start an important dialogue and encourage everyone 
to thank a caregiver in their life.  The option to gift a caregiver a chore 
around the house via Handy or a ride via Uber helped amplify the 
message. 
 
#HowWeCare was successful in increasing brand affinity and relevance 
among caregivers, exceeding our campaign objectives and striking a 
chord with the caregiver audience, who poured messages of support and 
thanks in response to our content. 

 
CONSUMER INSIGHT  
 

Our insights uncovered an ownable platform: TYLENOL® could give 
a shout-out to caregivers by providing tangible resources that help make 
their daily tasks easier. 

 
MARKETING CHALLENGE 
 

At the heart of TYLENOL® is a celebration of what matters most to people 
of all ages, shapes and sizes, which is to provide pain relief so people can 
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get back to doing the things they love. But in a category where claims of 
“faster,” “longer,” “stronger” clutter purchasing choices, TYLENOL® sits 
on a shelf of sameness. The team was challenged to drive brand 
awareness and equity by tapping into the brand’s iconic heart.  

 
What’s not commonly known, is that not all pain relievers are created 
equal. Some (active ingredients) can even be dangerous for people with 
serious health conditions, like high blood pressure, or those recovering 
from surgery. TYLENOL® (acetaminophen) is often recommended for 
these patients. This differentiator, combined with an emotional slant, 
provided an opportunity to appeal to a specific audience making health 
decisions for people they love – caregivers. 
 
More than 34 million Americans have risen to the occasion and provided 
care to a loved one over the age of 50 in the last year.Error! Bookmark not 

defined. It’s a challenging role most don’t necessarily ask for or even 
expect – or one that often receives a “thank you.” 
 
Yet, we recognized via our research that the often unexpected 
responsibility of caregiving can also bring loved ones closer together, or 
reveal special moments that make it all worth it. At the end of the day, 
love is what keeps caregivers going. As the brand with heart, TYLENOL® 
could create a support system that went beyond the product, to show we 
understand what it means to be a caregiver. Our imperative: to not only 
show we care, but that #HowWeCare is what matters most.  
 
#HowWeCare is a campaign rooted in the uplifting moments of care, 
providing tangible acknowledgement to caregivers who dedicate 
themselves every day, asking for nothing in return but their loved ones’ 
comfort and health. It successfully cut through media clutter to land 
earned celebrity spokesperson interviews, generate unprecedented 
consumer response on owned social channels and skyrocket online brand 
searches. 
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METHODOLOGY  
 
Landscape Research: Identified key caregiver-related stats and 
resources.   
A search was conducted of demographic data, studies released in the past 
few years, as well as key resources and players in the category. 
 
Qualitative Research: Identified the experiences and expertise of 
caregivers and what it means to take care of a loved one.   
Phone interviews were conducted among both actual caregivers and 
caregiving experts, who provided their perspectives about their greatest 
challenges, finest moments and how caregiving awakened their stronger 
selves.  Select interviewees were asked to serve on the campaign 
advisory board.  
 
Quantitative Research: Identified and validated the positive side of 
caregiving, including rewards/benefits of caregiving, like sharing 
moments, feeling closer, learning about their loved one, learning about 
themselves. 
 
A 10-minute online custom survey was conducted June 2018 in English 
and Spanish among 2,008 U.S. adults, 18+ who provide any care to an 
adult, using the field services of ORC International/ENGINE.   
The sample was a mix of respondents based on region, gender, age, 
household income, education, ethnicity (including acculturated, bicultural 
and unacculturated Hispanics), with a natural fallout of: 
• Relationship with loved one being cared for (i.e., parent, spouse, etc.) 
• Loved one's ailment 
• Expected caregivers (those that expected to find themselves in the 

caregiver role for their loved one eventually) vs. unexpected 
caregivers (those that found themselves in the caregiver role for their 
loved ones unexpectedly). 
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CREATIVE EXECUTION 
 

The #HowWeCare campaign was created to acknowledge caregivers who 
dedicate themselves every day to their loved ones’ health and well-being. 
Because our research uncovered moral support was something caregivers 
wished for, we hoped that sharing the stories of real-life caregivers and 
providing a platform to support them would start an important dialogue 
and encourage everyone to thank a caregiver in their life.  
 
The right partners + a tangible means of helping: Two of the most-
cited ways caregivers wanted help included household chores and getting 
to doctor appointments. We partnered with Handy (America’s leading 
platform connecting people with household service professionals) and 
Uber to create customized care cards – or gift cards we designed with 
caregivers’ needs in mind. We developed two types of cards: one for an 
hour of home cleaning, and the other to help provide a safe ride to a 
doctor’s appointment.  
 
A new voice: Caregiving stories typically center on hardship and caring 
for oneself. The tone of #HowWeCare is uplifting, showcasing positive 
moments in caregiving. That provided the runway for a different type of 
storytelling that’s also a common coping mechanism: Humor. Enter Jim 
Gaffigan – aka the “clean comic,” who went from the family’s self-
proclaimed biggest baby to caregiver literally overnight when his wife, 
super mom and partner-in-everything, Jeannie, was diagnosed with a 
large brain tumor. We teamed up with the couple to share their inspiring 
story – and how humor got them through their life’s scariest moments. 
 
Carrying the message: We introduced #HowWeCare in the summer of 
2018, and amplified it through the rest of the year through calculated 
communications. 
• Video storytelling: We filmed the inspiring stories of three families 

as well as Jim and Jeannie’s and highlighted how life’s most 
challenging moments sometimes become our finest.  
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• Earned media launch: We conducted national interviews with Jim 
and Jeannie in New York and LA, driving to 
TYLENOL®.com/HowWeCare and encouraging care card purchases. We 
supplemented interviews with survey infographic. 

• Influencer ambassadors: We partnered with 605 micro and macro 
influencers to drive traffic to our videos and website, and co-create 
content to share real-life caregiving stories.  

• Social sharing: We shared via Jim’s, Jeannie’s, our partners’ and 
TYLENOL® social channels to increase reach and awareness. 

• Surprise & delights: We extended our gratitude during National 
Family Caregivers Month (November) by surprising caregivers who 
shared their stories using our campaign hashtag with care cards 
mailed to their homes (after an opt-in process). 

 
BUSINESS RESULTS/LESSONS LEARNED  
 

#HowWeCare was successful in increasing brand affinity and relevance 
among caregivers, exceeding our campaign objectives and striking a 
chord with the caregiver audience, who poured messages of support and 
thanks in response to our content. 

 
• Objective 1: Increase brand affinity (Increase search results 

across targeted audience by at least 65%) 
o Results: Those who saw the campaign videos at least twice were 

88% more likely to search for TYLENOL® compared to the 
average Google user. 

• Objective 2: Increase brand awareness (Earn 500M impressions, 
increasing brand mentions across media and influencer channels) 

o Results: Generated 890M+ earned media and influencer 
impressions, driven by 15 national interviews and resulting 
coverage in top publications and broadcast outlets such as 
TODAY, AP, Parents, Hollywood Reporter, People, Sirius radio, 
Access Live, Health, Healthline, NBC’s Better, Thrive Global, 
Buzzfeed, USA Today and more. Key messages were delivered in 
93% of interviews. 
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• Objective 3: Increase consumer engagement (Generate 150,000 
engagements, 15,000 campaign mentions/shares) 
o Results: Social engagement reached one of the brand’s all-time 

highs, when roughly 20,000 people mentioned the campaign across 
platforms and 93% of posts were positive/neutral. We earned 
250,000 content engagements, and our videos received 300,000+ 
views with a 68% average duration rate.  

 
Perhaps the most meaningful results came from the comments we 
received from the public. A few of their messages: 
 
• What a great story! Makes me reflect on how trivial some things are 

and shows me what is really important in our lives. Thank you for 
sharing. 

• I've never had a TYLENOL® commercial bring me to tears before this. 😉
 What a wonderful couple! Wishing you continued health and 

happiness. 
💛

 
• Incredible story sharing how @JimGaffigan went from care receiver to 

#caregiver and how his attitude made a difference in a difficult season. 
#HowWeCare #CompassionateTouch @TYLENOL® @AGEucate 

• I don’t RT ads as a rule, but props to TYLENOL® for this campaign, 
and props to @JimGaffigan for participating. 

##$
 #caregivers 

@CaregiverAlly @aijenpoo @sarah_szanton 
 


